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‘WITHOUT A SHOT BEING FIRED’: Farage’s racist poster was unveiled hours before
Labour MP Jo Cox was gunned down by a man with links to far-right organisations

Brexit rocks politics and
unleashes multiple crises

by Ken Ferguson

THE VICTORY for Brexit in the European referendum has unleashed a multiplicity of crises which poses the greatest
threat to Westminster system since the
Second World War.
In the space of a week, Prime Minister
Cameron has gone, Chancellor Osborne
has forgone leadership ambitions and the
UK government moves inexorably into the
hands of the hard right, irrespective of
who heads it up.
On the Labour benches, the anti-Corbyn majority of Labour MPs never accepted his leadership and are now in
open and potentially suicidal revolt.
Osborne has already warned that even
more severe austerity will inevitably follow
in the wake of the new Prime Minister as
billions are committed to reassure the financiers, prop up the banks and deal with
fall out of the crisis engineered by the very
forces set to take over in Downing Street.
During the campaign much was made
of the vicious “blue on blue” attacks which
saw leading Tories savage each other
and much ink spilt on how this would destroy the Tory party as a serious contender for power.
Sadly this is—like much such speculation—based on Westminster rumour and
a rather shallow reading of recent history.
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Older Voice readers will have first hand
experience of the Thatcher era while all
will no doubt be aware of the historic, brutal politics that she and her era represent.
For Tories of the time and indeed for
many now she was and remains a figure
of near mythical status.
Yet despite having defeated the Argentinians in the Falklands and the miners at
home when the Poll Tax crisis hit the Tories removed her in a ten-day coup in November 1990 sparking that famous
picture of her leaving Downing Street
weeping in her limousine.
That a Tory Colossus could be toppled
underlines the truth that the Tories are one
of the oldest, most experienced and ruthless ruling class forces on the planet with
remarkable powers of recovery and unity
in defence of their class. Two years after
Thatcher’s downfall and amidst bitter splits
on Europe led by the insipid John Major,
they won the election.
Now we face the prospect of the installation of a hard right led Tory administration in September with leading candidates
distancing themselves from ideas of an
early election raising the prospect of
years of further austerity, attacks on living
standards and sweeping cuts.
What might have been a golden opportunity for Labour to put an alternative offer
to voters has instead proved a trigger to
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justify the long anticipated coup by what
are essentially right wing and centrist
MPs who always refused to accept the result of Corbyn’s victory.
Now, like turkeys voting for an early
Christmas, they have plunged Labour into
a vortex of chaos which may result not
just in the destruction of both sides in
Westminster but could reduce Labour to
a rump across England and Wales.
That this means a further rightward
dominance of Westminster politics
based—as was the Thatcher counter revolution—on an electoral system which delivers unfettered power on a minority of
voters once again poses the central question of Scottish politics that of democracy
and the national question.
While the EU and Scotland’s relationship with it is the question dominating the
headlines today the consequence of that
hard right government on jobs, living standards,the NHS and many other questions
will increasingly play into the debate in the
run up to any Indyref2.
The Voice and the SSP have consistently argued that for democracy, social
progress and a Scotland putting people
and planet first independence is essential
and in that context a second Indyref is to
be welcomed but it will require a broader
base and greater vision than simply defence of the EU if it to be won.

BREXIT

Nicola plays a blinder and plays for time
INTERESTING TIMES:
armed with a decisive Remain
vote in Scotland, Nicola
Sturgeon had her fellow antiindy but pro-Remain party
leaders in an arm lock when
she demanded unity in
defence of Scottish EU
membership, with even the
arch-unionist Tories forced to
abstain in the parliamentary
vote that delivered it

by Voice Reporter

SINCE THE Brexit victory
First Minister Nicola Sturgeon
has, by common consent, played
a blinder in sharp contrast with
Tory and Labour disarray. She is
also playing for time.
Carefully crafted statements
about a second independence
referendum being ‘on the table’,
commission of experts on EU
membership, preparations for
legislation on a independence
referendum alongside defiant
statements about defending
Scottish interests are all good
politics—for now.
However, as the Voice went to
press, an early indication of the
formidable difficulties standing
in the way of keeping Scotland in
the EU post-Brexit came with the
Spanish Prime Minster Rajoy
voicing his opposition to a Scottish negotiation with the bloc.
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Obstacles to indy

Rajoy’s opposition is clearly
based on nipping in the bud any
such moves within the current
Spanish state from Catalonia
and the Basque Country but it is
surely just the first such statement from EU leaders many of
whom are not minded to soften
the blows of Brexit for the UK.
Despite standing ovations in
the European Parliament for
SNP member Alyn Smith’s proEU speech—in sharp contrast
to the sub-Daily Mail ravings of
Farage in the same debate—the
reality is that the path to keeping Scotland in the EU while
still a part of the UK is strewn
with obstacles.
However in many ways this
is not entirely unwelcome to the
SNP leadership which has for
some time now adopted an essentially gradualist road to independence which envisages SNP
competence convincing indy
doubters over time to move to
Yes. Armed with a decisive Remain vote in Scotland, Sturgeon

had her fellow anti-independence but pro-Remain party
leaders in an arm lock when she
demanded unity in defence of
Scottish EU membership, with
even the arch-unionist Tories
forced to abstain in the parliamentary vote that delivered it.
So a period of intricate time
consuming ‘negotiations’ on
Scotland’s future playing out
over months, even years and
yielding some concessions, lie
ahead and dovetail with the
long term SNP approach of only
going for a referendum which is
almost a certain victory. This is
why the language on the second

referendum has been so carefully crafted to leave it a possibility on the one hand but not
setting it in stone on the other.
Such an approach also
bridges the reality gap behind
the rhetoric over the EU and the
heightened expectations among
SNP and independence activists
of an early re-run of 2014.
Clever politics as this may be,
it is also an approach which
contains within it the seeds of
major difficulties for the wider
demand for independence.
How does the SNP government preserve unity on its proEU drive within unionist parties
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while contributing to building
the pressure for independence?
Real politics strongly suggests when the shuttle diplomacy between Edinburgh and
Brussels has been and gone, the
expert commissions pronounced and the limited concessions won, the choice will then
still be one of being a member
of the British Union or the European one.
Only an independent Scotland can, in the end, opt for the
EU with any realistic hope of
success. It’s a decision which
may be postponed but it is unlikely to be avoided.
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Labour MPs in kamikaze coup against Corbyn
by Voice Reporter

FOR LABOUR the consequences of the

Brexit vote should have been a golden opportunity to launch an all out attack on a
divided Tory party which spent much of the
campaign in increasingly bitter “blue on
blue”attacks on each other.
However in a response which gives the
lie to protestations of demanding change
the MPs chose instead to launch a parliamentary coup against the Corbyn leadership—some openly sneering, others
shedding crocodile tears—sparking an inevitable civil war.
The first consequence of this self indulgent move by MPs who have never supported Corbyn will be to give the Tories a
desperately needed breathing space in
which to regroup and consolidate their grip
on power until 2020.
Inevitably this means fresh, ever more
severe attacks on the jobs, benefits, living
standards and services of the very voters
that the cosseted inhabitants of Labour’s
green Westminster benches spend much
energy ringing their hands about.
2016 now looks more and more like
1981 when a group of so called “moderate”
MPs dubbed the Gang of Four split from
Labour to form the Social Democratic Party
(SDP) in response to similar pressures
from the left as that now posed by Corbyn.
They finally merged with the Liberals but
gave aid and comfort to Thatcher’s war on
working people throughout their existence.

Indeed in a radio interview leading Corbynista Hackney MP Diane Abbot suggested that the formation of such an ‘SDP
Mark 2’ might be the more honest way for
anti-leadership MPs to go but this was
shortly followed by a no confidence vote
which indicated that this might well leave
Labour with a rump of MPs.
One of the significant consequences of
this turmoil is that it will take off any pressure coming from Labour on any incoming
Tory leader to hold a snap general election
and leave them free to implement ever
more extreme policies.
Looking at the voting patterns in Labour
areas in the referendum there has to be real

JEREMY CORBYN:
Blairite MPs have
rounded on the
Labour leader
PHOTO: Craig Maclean

concern that a Labour collapse which flows
from a bitter party civil war will drive former
voters into the arms of UKIP populism and
in turn further diminish the already slim
prospects of a future Labour government.
In other words Labour ‘heartlands’ in
England and Wales could go the way of
their one time Scottish bastions now rapidly
fading from memory. Only this time it would
benefit the populist right.
For the rump of Scottish Labour such an
outcome could be the final lever which tilts
them into the independence camp joined
already by thousands of their former voters.
An early sign was the comment by former
Labour First Minister Henry McLeish that
he would consider independence to protect
EU membership.
Sections of the Labour left hark back to
the infamous ‘Vow’ of 2014 and its suggestion of federalism but is heavily overhung
by the smell of deathbed conversion.
Federalism between a nation of 55 million and one of 5 million was always a difficult proposition which would have required
respect and fine tuned shared decision
making. But faced with what may well be a
long term dominance of English politics by
the hard right it looks like a dead duck.
Increasingly the choices facing the once
all powerful Scottish Labour Party is between becoming an independent party in
an independent Scotland reconnecting with
its one time base or being sucked under
the waves by sinking UK Labour. It is
choice that cannot be long delayed.

Will Boris replace Thatcher as Scots voters’ Tory bogey?
by Voice Reporter

HOW FAR away the bright
Scottish Tory dawn of 6 May
now seems! After replacing
Labour as the main opposition
party based on a highly personalised campaign built around
Ruth Davidson, and avoiding the
abysmal record of the Cameron
government, spoon-fed journalists fell over themselves to heap
praise on Davidson. After around
20 years in the political wilderness, our Ruth was hailed for the
considerable achievement of lifting the malign shadow of
Thatcher from Scots Tories and
detoxifying their brand, finally
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bringing them in from the cold.
Then came Boris. Portrayed as
a Have I Got News for You?
buffoon but in reality a hard
edged calculating right winger,
Boris Johnson has torn up the
carefully scripted—if a bit
worn—image of caring conservatism and opened the door to a
much harder right wing government, making cuts to clear up
its own self-made Brexit mess.
As Scottish politics swings
back towards focus on the national question, the danger for the
Tories is that they will be forced
to defend the renewed brutality
of Westminster cuts after
Cameron and that, faced with the
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paralysis of Westminster politics
and Labour crisis, public support
for independence gathers pace.
At the recent Holyrood poll, the
Tories largely succeeded in corralling the unionist vote to their
electoral advantage but this itself
raises questions of who will take
the lead in any renewed version of
Better Together in opposition to a
renewed Yes campaign. As the
leading force in the unionist camp
after Labour’s third place in May
the Tories as a ‘defend the union’
partner linked to a hard right proBrexit Westminster Tory government will not be an easy choice for
their former BT allies. Labour’s
internal turmoil makes any serious
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prediction of their role problematic but signs within Scottish
Labour that some rethinking on
independence is underway must
place some questions on how they
would play the issue in a second
independence poll. And for the
Lib Dems whose support for all
things EU is a core article of faith
there must be serious problems in
any campaign in harness with proBrexit Westminster Tories.
The prospect of a renewed independence movement going
head to head with a Tory led proUK campaign is certainly a different contest to 2014 and could
rapidly sour the fruits of May’s
Tory advances at Holyrood.

BREXIT

Much work to do to win Indyref2
by Voice Reporter

THE WAVE of revulsion at the Brexit result

sweeping Scotland is based around a widespread belief that in voting Remain, Scotland backed a progressive internationalist
outlook which stands in stark contrast to the
Union Jack, anti-foreigner racism flowing
from the Leave victory.
That such a positive mood exists in Scotland and has seen both opinion poll support
for independence boosted and former
prominent No voters say they may switch is
indeed welcome news. Even more so given
that the broad, mass Yes campaign of 2014
has withered on the vine and little real proindependence campaigning has been done
in the intervening months.
Now, as we discuss elsewhere in this
Voice, First Minister Sturgeon has put a
second independence referendum not quite
into play in the Brexit aftermath but rather
coyly told us that it was “on the table,”
sparking a wave of anticipation of a second
chance to win the independence prize.
Again, elsewhere in this edition we look
at the politics behind the apparent caution

but the Voice welcomes the prospect of a
second referendum without reservation;
however, we also recognise that there is a
mammoth task ahead if it is to be won.
Today’s outrage at the EU vote may
well provide new support for Yes but the
other result of the new Tory leadership allied to a paralysed Labour will be more
hard line austerity.

Currency and pensions

That experience allied to a further erosion of any prospect of a UK progressive
alternative both makes the need for an independence victory more urgent and the
consequences of a defeat much more severe. Put bluntly, independence now
looks the best escape route from an increasingly intolerant, hard right austeritymax UK, but that does not mean that
winning it will be easy.
To maximise the prospect of winning a
second referendum will require first of all
coherent credible answers on key issues
such as the currency and pensions which
were damaging in 2014, and new problems, notably falling oil prices.

However, even more central will be ensuring this time round that the terms of the
pro-independence offer are bold, progressive and relevant to the multiplicity of issues facing working class communities,
who must be won for victory to be assured.
Anger about the EU which is sparking
today’s outrage will no doubt be a part of
any such campaign and allies won on the
issue should be warmly welcomed. But of
itself, it will not win—only a campaign
which maps out an alternative on homes,
jobs, living standards and puts people before profit will deliver.
The heavy lifting on this will fall on the
shoulders of the pro-independence left and
progressive movement, and the task is urgent and shouldn’t wait until Nicola fires
the starting gun sometime in the future. It
needs to start now, without further delay.
The news that the Radical Independence Campaign is effectively re-launching
is welcome, and the forces who seek not
only independence but to build another socially progressive Scotland need to build
the case for such a vision, and do so with
minimum delay if the prize is to be won.

‘Defend all migrants’ demos

DEMONSTRATORS TOOK to the streets of
Edinburgh and Glasgow the day after the EU
referendum, to show their support for migrants
and protest against the torrent of racism that
was unleashed during the campaign.
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In Edinburgh, protesters marched from the
old Scottish Parliament to the new one, where
a number of speakers addressed the crowd.
A similar demonstration took place in
Glasgow’s George Square.
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SAFETY B4 PROFIT!

WORKPLACE

by Richie Venton,
SSP national workplace
organiser

THE STRIKE by ScotRail

conductors/guards against the
Abellio bosses’ mad dash towards Driver Only Operated
(DOO) trains is potentially a
matter of life and death.
These workers, members of
the RMT union, are not on
strike for a pay rise. This is a
strike about public safety and
the general wellbeing of passengers. Workers are not sacrificing several days’ pay for the fun
of it; they’re displaying a selfless passion for safety, against
plans to wipe out 600 safetycritical guards on our trains.
They’re striking to keep the
trained staff to assist disabled and
elderly passengers; to protect passengers (women in particular)
from antisocial behaviour and assault; and most critically of all to
have guards who are fully trained
to deal with accidents and incidents and avert potential disasters.
In pursuit of this cost-cutting
exercise—to boost Abellio’s
profit margins—the employers
are stooping to lies, misinformation, bully boy tactics, union busting and divide-and-rule tactics.

But behind the Abellio bosses
who were awarded the £60billion franchise to run ScotRail
trains in 2014 stands the Scottish Government, who awarded
them this succulent source of
profit—the government which
should urgently step into this
battle, side with public safety,
side with the strikers, and strip
Abellio of what should already
be a publicly-owned rail service.
The SSP has already shown
full, unqualified support to the
strikers, on their picket lines,
RMT demos, SSP street stalls,
and in our workplaces collecting
signatures for the RMT postcard
campaign aimed at telling MSPs
to take sides and Keep the
Guards for the sake of safety.
It’s critically important for
the sake of passengers’ safety
that the Scottish Government is
forced into taking sides, to stop
the dilution or outright destruction of the safety-critical role of
the conductors/guards—and indeed to go much further and insist on a guard on every train in
Scotland, including those already operating as Driver Only.
This showdown for safety before profits has its origins in the
McNulty Report, commissioned
by the Westminster Tory govern-

Former Better Together frontman
doing bosses dirty work
THERE’S ANOTHER living link between the Westminster

Tory drive for imposition of DOO trains and Abellio bosses’
crusade of lies and public confusion to usher in DOO across
Scotland.
The man in charge of Abellio’s vicious propaganda—
including the insulting lie that “this strike is about who pushes
a button”—is Rob Shorthouse (a surname suitably amended
by many of the RMT pickets!).
This is the same spin doctor who, during the Scottish
Referendum, pocketed a salary of £105,000 as head of
communications for Better Together, the Tory-funded, Labourfronted campaign that lied its way into stopping a majority of
Scots from voting for independence—thereby leaving us
under the jackboot of Tory rule, with their crusade to wipe out
train safety in favour of profit!
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Who are Abellio?

ABELLIO IS owned by the Dutch state-owned company

Nederlandse Spoorwegen. Abellio won the franchise off the
Scottish Government in 2014, to make profit by running
ScotRail services.
Now, in their Annual Report for 2015, Nederlandse
Spoorwegen has declared: “Revenue from passenger
transport increased by €821million (£644.8million) primarily
due to the start of the ScotRail franchise on 1 April 2015.”
As RMT general secretary Mick Cash rightly said:
“While our members are on strike defending jobs and safety
on Scotland’s railways, Abellio/ScotRail refuse to talk and are
instead holed up in their bunker counting out the cash they
have lifted out of passenger and taxpayer’s pockets.
“It is about time that the Scottish Parliament, and their
Dutch counterparts, started taking this scandal seriously.”
The profits scooped out of the pockets of ScotRail workers
and passengers are being repatriated to the Dutch stateowned parent company of Abellio. In enforcing this grand
theft, there’s no lack of generosity towards the top dogs in
ScotRail. MD and Senior Director Dominic Booth received
£525,790 for 2014, an annual pay rise of 35 per cent!

ment, which pushed for DOO.
Emboldened by the Tories, numerous profiteering train operators in the UK’s privatised
railways are in pitched battles
against the RMT and ASLEF
unions, in a mission to impose
DOO—a system which has been
proven to be unsafe. For instance, a full 80 per cent of the
serious incidents investigated by
the UK’s National Investigation
Body involved DOO trains.
In Southern Railways, the
French company with the franchise, Govia, have withdrawn
strikers’ free travel concession,
seized their personal mobile
phones to gain information, and
generally acted like a bunch of
dictators in trying to crush
ASLEF members’ strike action
on this issue.
Here in Scotland, the ScotRail
franchise was awarded to Abellio by the SNP government in
October 2014. Now they want
to wipe out the guards/conductors right across the Central
Belt, Borders and beyond, as
part of plans for a new fleet of
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Hitachi-built trains on electrified routes. As RMT leaders
have rightly said, this is a lethal
gamble with basic rail safety.
It’s a classic case of profit for
the few, at risk to life and limb
for the many.
One of their prime lies is the
claim that removal of conductors/guards will make no difference to safety—and that Abellio
will anyhow always ensure two
staff on every train.
The latter claim is a deceit
combined with a lie!
What they’re talking about is
replacing guards/conductors with
Ticket Examiners. But the latter
are lower paid, which of course
suits the profit-crazed Abellio.
More to the point, they do not
have anything like the same
training in safety-critical skills
as the guards. In fact that’s precisely why trains frequently run
without even a Ticket Examiner
on board—literally driver only!
Trains with a guard cannot
move without the guard. Trains
with Ticket Examiners can, and
often do, run when there’s no

victory to the guards
WORKPLACE

OFF TRACK: Abellio owners
Nederlandse Spoorwegen don’t just
have a guard on every train in Holland,
they have two! What’s good enough
for Dutch passengers should be
good enough for those in Scotland

‘

‘We are fighting for members’
jobs, but also for public safety’

RICHIE VENTON spoke to RMT Regional Organiser for
Scotland MICK HOGG about the key issues behind the strikes

Members have voted with the passion they feel about
their safety critical role on the trains. This union is driven
by the members, not by union officers.
Members recognise that this franchise means profit made
will be redirected into the Dutch state owners of Abellio. That
shareholders are quids in at the expense of the guards’
safety role.
The madness of scrapping the guards is driven by Abellio,
on behalf of Transport Scotland, on behalf of the Scottish
Government. The RMT are not having it! We will fight this to
the death. This battle is all about running trains safely, not
about us wanting more money. We are fighting for members’
jobs, but also for public safety.
Driver Only Operations has had its day. There’s been a
catalogue of incidents with passengers caught and dragged
along the track, trapped between trains, crushed.
The drivers should be left to do their job, drive, not look left
and look right because there’s no guard on their train.
The quicker this franchise nightmare and DOO
madness ends the better. This is a fight to the death.

crew except the driver on board.
Monitoring by the main drivers’
union, ASLEF, over 8 recent
weeks found over 130 trains running with nobody apart from the
driver, with at least six disabled
passengers left stranded on platforms because there was no second staff member to assist them.
The key differences in training
between guards and Ticket Examiners are stark, and potentially
lethal in their consequences. As
one of the striking guards told
me, “I couldn’t believe the difference in training when I
switched from being a Ticket
Examiner to a guard’s job.”
The guards’ duties are about
far more than opening and closing train doors—important as
that is for safety. They go
through a rigorous six-month
training in at least 35 different
skills that include track safety;
risks with electrified lines; signalling systems and regulations;

‘
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station duties and dispatches;
train defects; dealing with fires,
suspicious packages, on-train
incidents; dealing with train accidents and/or evacuations, etc.
Real life experiences underline the safety-critical role of the
guards, and why the SSP is not
only battling to help the RMT
win the campaign to Keep the
Guards, but also arguing for a
guard on every train in Scotland.
Rail authorities have reported
a recent surge in ‘trap and drag’
incidents, where passengers are
caught in the doors as the train
moves off. A passenger in East
Dunbartonshire suffered ‘lifechanging injuries’ after being
dragged onto the track. A passenger’s life was probably saved
when they took seriously ill, because a guard attended to them.

Sexual assault

Women have faced abuse and
sexual assault on trains without a
second member of staff, because
there’s no legal obligation to ensure a Ticket Examiner on DOO
trains. The near-disaster at Falls
of Cruachan in 2010, where a derailed train hung off the side of
the hill, proved the life-saving
role of the guard, especially
when a driver is incapacitated (or
dead) in an accident.
That’s why a recent independent poll by Opinium found 80
per cent of women are worried at
their safety if there’s no guard;
73 per cent of weekly travellers
are concerned at safety and 60
per cent of them oppose removal
of guards. All that, despite the vicious spin and downright lies in
the media designed to belittle the
guards’ role and confuse people
about the difference between
them and lower-paid, lessertrained Ticket Examiners.
The Scottish Government has
a duty to act urgently—and not
pretend to adopt some aloof
neutrality over Abellio’s rob-
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Near Disaster by Scabs

ABELLIO BOSSES are prepared to risk life and
limb to break workers’ resistance to their attacks on
safety. They spent some of the wealth awarded to
them through the 2014 franchise to cajole and
conscript an army of half-trained strikebreakers to run
trains at public risk. Incidents at Tweedbank, in the
Borders, prove this point.
One of the managers given six weeks of ‘training’
to replace striking guards with six months of training
on a vast range of safety skills, proceeded to instruct
the driver to go through a red light. Luckily, the driver
ignored the scab’s signal, and didn’t move the train,
or otherwise a potential disaster could have occurred.
Passengers had to wait an hour for the next train.
Another ill-trained scab manager delayed a train by
seven minutes—a delay that would have incurred
massive consequences for one of the trained guards
if they’d caused it—because he didn’t realise he
needed to keep his own door open and ended up
stranded on the platform!

bery of ScotRail workers and
the Scottish people in pursuit of
even higher profit margins for
Nederlandse Spoorwegen.
Why the hell didn’t the SNP
government take ScotRail into
public ownership in 2014, instead of handing the £60billion
franchise to a state-owned company—however, not owned by
the Scottish Government, but
by the Dutch state?
Now, instead of making noncommital appeals to passengers
to ‘plan their journeys’ on strike
days, the SNP Scottish Transport
Minister Humza Yousaf should
come out all guns blazing
against extension of DOO trains.
He should fine Abellio for
disruption to services by their
bloody-minded refusal to even
hold negotiations on the strikes
they’ve provoked—after they
never even put formal proposals
on DOO to either the RMT or
ASLEF unions!
The SNP government has
now written to the Office of
Road and Rail (ORR) to ask
their opinion on the safety issues
surrounding the strike. That’s a
dangerous cop-out. The ORR
are notoriously funded by train
operating companies and are an
arm of the Westminster government—far from being some be-
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Cost-cutting crusade

NOT CONTENT with this monumental rip-off, Abellio’s ruthless train

robbers want to cut costs, regardless of the cost to safety. That’s
fundamentally what lies behind their drive to destroy the safety-critical
role of guards. A batch of accidentally leaked documents from Abellio
ScotRail Managing Director Phil Verster and his cabal blurt this out:
“Operating costs would be reduced”.
The documents go on to say: “Trade unions oppose DOO. Conductor
operation means two skilled posts on every train making services
harder to operate during industrial action”!
There you have it: the hidden truth behind the lies in their Press
Releases. Admission that having guards/conductors means “two skilled
posts on every train”—which in turn means removal of the guards
leaves just one (the driver).
Admission in private that part of the plan behind DOO is to bypass
and break the unions, the ability of workers to take industrial action in
defence of safety, jobs and wages in future. A point reiterated in the
clause blurting out that their planned extension of DOO means “greater
resilience to industrial action, as a wider pool of staff can perform the
duties of the second member of staff diagrammed to each service”—by
which they mean Ticket Examiners.

KEEP TRAINS SAFE: “Guards are a second safety
device on trains, and ScotRail are proposing to
remove them.” – Craig Johnson, RMT
PHOTO: CommonSpace

nign, neutral bunch of ‘experts’.
Both the Tories and train companies are pressing for DOO, so
why would the SNP government expect an objective report
from them?
The Scottish Government
should publicly declare there
will be no indemnification of
Abellio for loss of revenue
through the strike action—an
option scandalously written into
the franchise when it was
awarded in 2014; the same franchise that actually declares DOO
as an aim. Instead of even thinking about subsidising the strikebreakers, the government should
strip them of the franchise.
As we’ve argued in the SSP
Railworkers Voice, halting the
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spreading cancer of DOO—defending the 600 existing guards
on our trains—should be just the
first step towards demanding the
return of safety-qualified guards
on ALL ScotRail trains.
This demand by the SSP is
made all the more modest and
reasonable by what prevails in
Holland. The same Abellio owners—Nederlandse Spoorwegen—
don’t just have a guard on every
train in Holland, they have TWO!
What’s good enough for Dutch
passengers should be good
enough for those in Scotland.
Likewise, if it’s right for the
Dutch government to have a
state-owned railway system,
surely it’s right in Scotland?
Right across the UK we have the
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obscene absurdity that 75 per
cent of train lines are run by
wholly or partially state-owned
rail companies—not by a British
state railway though, but those
of the states of France, Germany,
Hong Kong—and Holland in the
case of ‘our own’ ScotRail.
UK taxpayers in 2014-15
forked out a net subsidy of
£3.5billion to these outfits—who
in turn handed out £222million
in dividends to shareholders.
The case for public ownership
and democratic control of our
rail network becomes more logical and more urgent every day
that Abellio’s bully-boy bosses
rake in a fortune at the expense
of passengers and ScotRail
workers. Just a fraction of the
profits siphoned off by the Dutch
state could employ a guard on
every train in Scotland—thereby
putting people’s jobs, pay and
public safety before profit.
Build support for the RMT
strikers. Call on ASLEF leaders
to take joint action with the RMT
to implement the joint opposition
of both unions to DOO. Demand
the SNP government stand up for
Scotland—the Scotland of ScotRail workers, not of Abellio
bosses. Join the campaign for
public ownership of our railways,
with a guard on every train.

Free our public transport from
the shackles of big business
SANDRA WEBSTER

by Sandra Webster

Fares tripled

When they moved in to Glenburn they slashed their fares
until there was no other competition.
Over the past few years as
they became the only bus company fares have at least tripled.
So much for the steadying
hand of the market.
For me, and many other carers and people with disabilities,
they provided a lifeline.
A service to the new Queen
Elizabeth hospital aka the Death
Star. For patients and visitors
alike it was a necessary service.
Having two sons with autism,
it made the trips for regular appointments slightly more bearable for my boys.
I am involved in Kids Need
Our Ward. When we were
fighting the closures last year
and raised the issue of transport we were promised jet
packs. There would be strong

Neglected

SHAREHOLDERS AND OWNERS: shouldn’t make
a profit out of providing essential transport links

transport links, training for people with learning disabilities
and autism. It is evident we
were lied to.
Just a year after opening of
the new hospital, signs appeared on our bus service it
would no longer be serving the
new hospital; instead, we could
catch two buses.
They estimate for an ablebodied person it is only a 9minute walk from the nearest
bus stop.
For those of us with disabilities a 9-minute walk could take
up to an hour—if not longer.
No one has been consulted
about this. According to SPT,
as this is not a “necessary”
route, all McGills have to do is

subscriptions

ONE OF our policies I am
most proud of is that of bringing
public transport back into public ownership. Shareholders
and owners should not make a
profit out of providing transport
links, especially essential ones.
Over the last few weeks, I
have become aware of this in
my local community but it reflects what is happening, especially in the West of Scotland.
I live in a peripheral scheme
in Paisley Glenburn. We may
be five minutes from the beautiful Glennifer Braes but there is
a price to pay in expensive
transport.
Over the years, we have
seen bus services whittled
away. This is mostly due to the
tactics of McGill buses. It is fair
to say they are not held in high
regard by any.

friends or pay a massive £26
for a return to the new hospital.
At the moment, Lucas attends at least once a month so
we face a huge loss in income.
Trying to get him to walk 9-minutes to an appointment would
take far longer and would be
impossible sometimes due to
the distress he would show.

give notice 70 days in advance.
When I was on the bus I
started to talk to people about
this. The vast majority agreed
that this was wrong and they
had not even noticed the
posters.
As it now stands the bus
service has stopped serving
the hospital but we continue to
campaign against it. We have
started a petition and had a lot
of press coverage. We have
been able to put forward our
principles about public transport and the centralisation.
Folk can see that the SSP
are taking a stance not just politically but because we are part
of local communities. As for my
family I will have to rely on

This also brings up issues
about our policy on public transport. People can see in real life
that big business and capitalism
should not be allowed to provide public transport.
With the deregulation of
buses in the West of Scotland,
there are many areas like
mine, ill-served and neglected
by the bus operators. Folk
wonder about the promises
made by the health board and
what will happen next.
I am proud we can offer a different vision and just talk to our
neighbours as others affected
in the same way.
This is our strength—it is not
them and us—only us, all together, trying to make our local
communities better places to
live. Listen to folk’s concerns. If
we change our local communities and listen, it will be the start
of a better world.
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Visiting Kurdish MP asks for solidarity
“I EXPECT TO BE ARRESTED
WHEN I RETURN”: Stephen
Smellie of Scottish Solidarity
with Kurdistan with Leyla Birlik
on her recent visit to Scotland

by Stephen Smellie,
Scottish Solidarity with
Kurdistan

LEYLA BIRLIK is the MP for
Sirnak in South Eastern Turkey.
She is a member of the People’s
Democracy Party (HDP) for the
town which voted 95 per cent
for her party. Sirnak is in ruins.
Houses have been bombed as
the Turkish government prosecute a war against their Kurdish
citizens in a cynical attempt to
retain power and extend their
influence within the region.
Thousands of the people Ms
Birlik represents have been displaced and hundreds killed. People have not been allowed to
leave their homes, even for medical treatment. Her young
brother-in-law was killed with
30 army bullets in him and then
dragged by a rope behind an armoured truck through the streets.
Ms Birlik herself has not been
able to visit her home for months
and is now, along with her fellow HDP MPs, facing prosecution under terrorist legislation for
speaking out against the government led and organised state terrorism that her town is suffering.
On a brief visit to Scotland at
the end of June she said, “Even
in war people should be treated
with respect. Human rights are
being denied. The deaths include
pregnant women. One woman
lay in the streets for seven days
as the army would not allow

people to collect her dead body.
Kurdistan is being destroyed.
Our homes, our forests, land, our
culture is being destroyed by the
(governing party) AKP’s dirty
war against the Kurds.”
She explained that no aid
from either Turkish or international aid agencies was being
sent to the people but instead
Kurdish families are agreeing to
‘adopt’ a displaced family and
financially support them till
they can be re-settled.
The threat of prosecution facing
the MPs comes after the parliament agreed to lift the immunity
of MPs from prosecution.
Scottish Solidarity with Kurdistan, working with the HDP’s
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Europe office, is contacting
MSPs and MPs asking them to
‘twin’ with the HDP parliamentarians and demonstrate their
support and solidarity. This will
involve contacting the Turkish
authorities and protesting whenever any of the MPs are arrested
and taken to court.
Ms Birlik condemned European governments. She said,
“They have turned a blind eye to
what the Turkish government is
doing because they are concerned only about the refugees
coming to Europe. This is not
right! However if the war of the
Turkish government against the
Kurds continues then millions of
Kurds will become refugees and
they will go to Europe also.”
She explained that the HDP are
not in favour of Europe cutting ties
with Turkey as Europe should be
pressing the Turkish government
to stop its oppression. She said,
“The HDP want to return to the
negotiating table. We want peace
negotiations to get going again.”
The state violence has been
happening for over a year. This
coincided with the successful
defence of Kobane by its Kur-

dish population and their armed
defence groups the YPG and the
women’s YPJ.
The Turkish National Security
Council realised that the Kurds
in Syria were creating a statelet
in Rojava across the Turkish
border. At the same time the
growing success of the Kurds in
Turkey in building alliances
with the Turkish left, women’s,
LGBT and progressive movements was of concern.
The peace negotiations between the government and the
Kurdish movement, led by the
imprisoned leader of the PKK
Abdullah Ocalan, which were
about to produce an agreement
for peace were vetoed by President Erdogan and the military
and judicial campaign against
the Kurds was restarted.
Ms Birlik was elected to parliament as part of the huge success of the HDP in the June
election where 80 MPs were
elected, denying the AKP its
majority rule and ushering into
Parliament a diverse group of
new MPs including the biggest
ever group of women MPs in
the Turkish Parliament.

‘Under attack’

She said, “I have been an MP
for over a year and I have only
been to parliament a few times.
I have stayed mostly in my region trying to help my people
who have been under attack.
“This is where the charges
against me come from. I am in
Europe for a week and I expect
to be arrested when I return.
“We are asking for support. It
would be good if people from
Scotland could come to Turkey
and Kurdistan to see what is happening and to attend our trials.”
Scottish Solidarity with Kurdistan is discussing with MSPs
organising a delegation to do
just that and visit Sirnak and
other towns.

• Email scottishsolidaritywithkurdistan@outlook.com
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Disappointment for Podemos as
political impasse continues in Spain

Scottish Socialist Party national cospokesperson Colin Fox has just
returned from Madrid after observing the
Spanish General Election at the invitation
of the left wing alliance ‘Unidos Podemos’

THE SECOND Spanish General Election

in six months changed very little. No party
won more than 33 per cent of the vote and
the deadlock continues. With the prospect
of a cross party coalition as remote as ever
yet another vote cannot be ruled out.
As the economy continues to stagnate,
riven as it is with huge debts, the country’s
appalling social problems continue to force
thousands of young Spaniards to leave in
search of a better life abroad.
The conservative Partido Popular [PP]
led by Mariano Rajoy won the most votes
(33 per cent) yet secured only 137 seats in
the 350 member Parliament.
This represents a slight increase since the
last election just as the polls predicted.
Cuidadanos (‘Citizens’), the other centre
right party however, lost eight seats.

Pollsters got it wrong

But it was on the left that the pollsters got
their forecasts wrong. In the weeks prior to
polling day they had suggested the traditional left party PSOE (Labour) would be
pushed into third place by the much more
left wing Unidos Podemos (‘United We
Can’) led by Pablo Iglesias.
They had even suggested, such was the
closeness of the contest overall, that these
two parties might be able to form Spain’s
first left wing coalition Government since
the 1930s. But it was not to be.
Although PSOE lost five seats it remained in second place with 85 seats. And
despite consolidating the 5 million votes
and 71 seats it won in December the UP’s
progress was halted. Their disappointment
could be seen in the body language of Iglesias, Inigo Errejon and Albert Garzon, as
they appeared on TV to accept the result.
Unidos Podemos did not expect to beat
the PP but they felt confident they could establish themselves as the main party of the
left in Spain. This would have had important political implications for the future.
So why did the results fall as they did? The
PP’s increase, slight as it was, appears to be
down to two factors. First a sense the econ-

PODEMOS:
published a
manifesto in
the style of an
IKEA catalogue
and sold all
60,000 copies
in hours

omy, dire as it still is, may be improving and
some voters wanted to align themselves with
that dream. And second by what commentators have identified as a ‘flight from risk’.
Throughout the election Rajoy portrayed
Iglesias as an ‘extremists’ who would bring
chaos, endanger economic recovery and
worsen Spain’s social problems. The ‘Brexit’
result three days before the election is also
believed to have played to these fears.
The PP will struggle however to form a
government. The only mathematic collaboration they could sustain, a ‘grand coalition’
with PSOE, is ruled out politically as it would
be like asking Labour to join with the Tories
here in Britain. PSOE leader Pedro Sanchez
has also ruled out abstaining to allow Rajoy
to govern as a minority administration.
For Unidos Podemos a ‘period of intense
reflection’ has been promised to examine
why they did not pass PSOE as they had
hoped. Their result represents the first significant loss of momentum for them and it
remains to be seen what impact this has on
the morale of their young and inexperienced membership.
The future of the UP electoral alliance
will also be questioned. For although both
sets of members overwhelmingly endorsed
the decision to come together for this election there were clear tensions between
them. Podemos and Izquerida Unida
(United Left/Spanish Communist Party) activists in effect ran two parallel campaigns.
Some Podemos voters voiced reluctance
to back the new alliance because it included
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the Communists. Equally some traditional
IU voters did not like their party’s lack of
profile within the broader alliance and abstained this time.
Observing the UP election campaign as I
did was very interesting and I learned a
great deal. Podemos are Europe’s most significant and influential left wing party.
Their glitzy style and event management is
superior to any I have seen on the left.

IKEA catalogue manifesto

They published a manifesto for example
in the style of an IKEA catalogue and sold
all 60,000 copies in hours. And the fact they
feel disappointed at not forming the government, albeit in coalition, in Europe’s fifth
biggest country provides a clear sense of
their influence and where they stand compared to all other left wing parties on this
continent at the moment.
On the other hand the word ‘socialist’
never appears at any time in speeches or
party literature. Iglesias and Errejon describe themselves as ‘social democrats’
rather than socialists. Errejon is not even
prepared to say he is ‘left wing’.
Their election slogan ‘La sonrisa de un
pais’ plays above all to a sense of patriotism
and means ‘The smile of a country’.
Such labels, slogans and strategies are
not of course all important. But they do provide irrefutable evidence for me of the
party’s core ideology and its ambition not
to replace the power of neoliberal capital in
Spain merely to reform it.
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EDINBURGH STANDS WITH ORLANDO: hundreds
gathered to show respect, pay tribute and stand
up to the hate witnessed in Orlando, where a
gunman opened fire at gay nightclub Pulse last
month, killing 49 people and injuring dozens more
PHOTO: Craig Maclean

SSP conference sees new office bearers elected
Katie Bonnar:
national cospokesperson

Teacher Katie Bonnar
has been elected as the
Scottish Socialist
Party’s national cospokesperson. The 26year-old has been the
branch secretary of the
Glasgow South branch
since 2013 and a member of the Executive Committee
since the October 2014 conference. A committed trade
unionist, Katie represents more than 100 teachers at the
high school she teaches history in. Katie, who lives in
Toryglen in Glasgow, runs 21st Century Socialism, a forum
devoted to political discussion with aims to form policy. She
also helps run Southside United Film Club, a political
education initiative with regular film nights. Community
projects in the south of Glasgow have also had the help of
Katie. She said: “It’s an absolute privilege to be elected the
joint national spokesperson of the SSP. “I’m very excited
about the future of the party, I see a real opportunity to
thrust socialist values into Scotland’s political sphere. There
will always be a demand for our politics but we must fight
for it and ensure we organise, build and work for it. We
have huge challenges ahead but I am quite ready to face
them head on, and call upon party members to get active
and grow what is Scotland’s socialist party.”

Natalie Reid: national co-chair

“I am delighted to have been selected by the party to serve as the National
Co-chair alongside Calum Martin. I am 28-years-old and stay in Leith, and
work as a fundraiser for a local Edinburgh charity. I have been a member of
the Scottish Socialist Party for two years, first becoming active member
during the Scottish referendum campaign and have been an EC member for
one year. I am an active member of the Lothians branch and was the SSP
candidate in the Leith Walk by-election in 2015, and I stood on the regional
list for RISE in the Holyrood elections in May 2016. I’m looking forward to
what’s shaping up to be an exciting year for politics and an exciting year for
the SSP. This year’s EC is full of active, hardworking comrades and I look
forward to working with each and every one to build the party and take our
message of socialism out onto the streets of Scotland.”

Calum Martin: national co-chair

Living in the Tollcross area of Edinburgh, Calum is active with the Lothians
branch of the SSP. Calum joined the SSP in 2012 as the independence
campaign began, and has been active in the party’s campaigning work since,
including through the duration of the independence campaign. During this time
Calum was also involved in campaigning with both RIC Edinburgh and Yes
Edinburgh Central and in helping to found the Edinburgh Universities SSP
Students group. Post-referendum, Calum was involved in working to refresh
materials relating to the Scottish Service Tax and wrote both the SSP’s
submission on the Scottish Service Tax to the 2015 Local Tax Commission and
RISE’s policy report on the same subject for the 2016 Holyrood Election. Calum
was the no.3 Lothians List Candidate for RISE – Scotland’s Left Alliance in the
2016 Elections. Calum is also active with the local RISE Lothians circle. Having
previously served on the SSP’s Executive Committee, Calum has been newly
elected to the role of National Co-chair of the party.

